FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

US PRESIDENT
May Suspend the Entry of All Aliens

3/22/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:

The American Resistance Party wishes to remind all courts that all Presidents have total authority to restrict illegal aliens from entering the US! Please review THE LAW!

Video: President Trump Reads Law 8 USC 1182F About Travel Ban/Restrictions

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkCn5mXtAlo

THE LAW: USC 1182 (f) Suspension of entry or imposition of restrictions by President
Whenever the President finds that the entry of any aliens or of any class of aliens into the United States would be detrimental to the interests of the United States, he may by proclamation, and for such period as he shall deem necessary, suspend the entry of all aliens or any class of aliens as immigrants or nonimmigrants, or impose on the entry of aliens any restrictions he may deem to be appropriate.
Whenever the Attorney General finds that a commercial airline has failed to comply with regulations of the Attorney General relating to requirements of airlines for the detection of fraudulent documents used by passengers traveling to the United States (including the training of personnel in such detection), the Attorney General may suspend the entry of some or all aliens transported to the United States by such airline.
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